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from a counseling perspective,
perhaps the most remarkable
piece of research concerning

pornography among teenagers
is a 1998 report by kinsey. that
report surveyed the literature
and the results of a survey it

conducted, asking members of
more than two dozen different

religious groups in the u.s.
about their beliefs on the effects

of pornography on teenagers.
about two-thirds of the subjects
agreed that pornography led to
sexual acting out or behavior,
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and that it was harmful. only 2
percent disagreed. many

subjects believed that
pornography led to unintended

pregnancy or sexually
transmitted diseases, that it was
(or could be) addictive, or that it
was acceptable for teenagers to
use. only 4 percent disagreed

with any of these. these findings
confirm a claim made earlier by
kinsey: that the way that many

evangelicals think about
pornography reflects a lifelong,

deep ambivalence about
sexuality itself. the subjects in

the 1998 survey were not
necessarily representative of
the country as a whole, but it

seems possible that the findings
will be repeated across cultures,

and will gain new meaning in
light of present developments.
some of the points made above

may seem to show that the
effects of pornography, like

those of television, differ from
culture to culture. however,
these differences may be

superficial. one of the
remarkable lessons of the
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kinsey report is that all of the
significant differences in subject

responses center around a
single issue: is it allowed? the

subjects had very little in
common with regard to other
matters. this finding suggests
that an unbiased look at the

effects of pornography,
whatever they may be, may find

evidence of population-wide
differences in more than the just

the context of its use.
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teenagers who spend more time
on television and online are

more likely to be worried about
the consequences of sexting
than are their less-exposed

peers. “sexist messages” are
more common in television and
online texts among teens with

higher exposure to media (such
as more hours spent watching

television) relative to teens with
lower exposure. teens with more
television exposure were more
likely to have been concerned
about sexually explicit online
messages and to have been

subject to sexist messages. the
relationship between exposure
and sexist messages decreased

for some teens over time,
suggesting that repeated

exposure to sexist messages
may alter perceptions of self

and others. specifically, by the
third time they viewed sexist

online messages, gender
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relations became more negative
and teens’ overall self-esteem
became lower. the ability to

carry out our behavior is also
important. again using the
national campaign's (2008)

survey, the results showed that
a majority of teens who had

sexually exchanged text
messages in the past (or used

such content in their cell phone
or laptop) said that they had

also felt free to do the same in
real life. teens who had acted on
sexual role plays on the internet

were also more likely to say
they had done so in real life. in

turn, the ability to carry out
sexual behavior online may
depend on what models are

available. internet-savvy
teenagers may use their skills to
simulate sexual partners online.

others may prefer more
traditional approaches to role
playing in real life. yet other
teens may find it difficult to

achieve the variety of sexual
partners they would like. faced
with such constraints, they may

turn to virtual environments,
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which allow for wide variation in
sexual partners. 5ec8ef588b
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